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Executive Summary
In the first half of 2008, Quantellia interviewed 61 executives, managers, and other thought leaders
from several industries around the world. Our initial goal was to understand the interest in, and specific
features required for, our WorldModeler software product now under development. Additionally, we
were seeking guidance regarding the related consulting methodology we had formulated, called Visual
Desktop Modeling.
In the course of our interviews, we discussed several hundred individual decisions made within various
industries, from the most strategic “big money bets” (choosing the right movie to produce, the best
world region in which to launch a product, the best ship model to defend a country) down to the most
tactical decisions that permeate every organization (selecting a price for a new product, the right salary
to offer a prospective employee, the type of person to target for a marketing campaign).
As our interviews progressed, a pattern emerged that we believe has the potential to radically reshape the
way organizations approach decision making around the globe.

The decision making process constitutes an emerging engineering discipline.
We reached this conclusion by observing that a comparable set of conditions led to a similar transition within
software development which, in the last twenty years or so, has moved from relying largely on informal
methods, to a powerful, sophisticated engineering discipline. We learned that, like software, decisions have
a phased lifecycle that stretches over time, and can be engineered, yielding considerable reductions in risk
and cost, along with improvement to the quality of decisions made.
Our key findings were as follows:
•

By and large, decisions involving millions of dollars and, sometimes even human lives, are made
informally in many organizations worldwide.

•

This informal decision‐making process leads to a number of short cuts that reduce the quality of the
decision made. These include the inability to effectively reason about multiple decision outcomes, long
chains of cause and effect, and intangible—but nonetheless critical—factors like morale.

•

There is no widely established mechanism to combine both expert judgment and quantitative data to
produce the best decisions.

•

A number of best practices are emerging to solve these problems. Together, they constitute an emerging
engineering discipline, which we call Decision Engineering. Many of these practices have been maturing
for many years, but they are only recently reaching a watershed: a complexity ceiling that limits the
quality of decisions we can make today without more formal approaches

•

Best practices center around the concept of creating—like an architect’s blueprint or a software UML
diagram—a visual representation of how the factors that affect a decision to be made are related, how
alternative scenarios are related to the decision criteria, and the proper role for quantitative data
(including uncertainty).

•

We chose the telecommunications market to study in depth. Here, building the network hardware and
building software to support operations were previously considered top strategic priorities. Today, this
bottleneck has shifted: telecom is like a fast ship lacking a navigation infrastructure: making decisions
to best utilize these assets—to “steer the ship” and align the entire organization in one direction after
another—is considered the next most important arena for strategic differentiation. We have reason to
believe that this pattern is true in other industries as well.

•

Alignment of decisions across an organization is a particularly strong need.

This report presents our high‐level findings and gives an outline of the emerging decision engineering
discipline.
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Methodology
We chose our study participants with a number of goals in mind. First, we wished to talk to a number of
senior managers, to understand the most important problems facing their company. Second, we talked
to a few more junior people to obtain a breadth of perspective. Finally, we wished to both understand
the opinions in a diversity of verticals as well as to obtain more in‐depth results within a single vertical:
telecommunications.1
Examples of respondent job titles are shown in Figure 1.
Title
Managing Partner and Founder
Product Manager
Executive Director, Product Management
Vice President and General Manager
Group Director of Finance
Director of Telemarketing
Wholesale Sales Director
Head of Human Resources
Vice President of Billing/Care Applications
Head of Corporate Strategy
Head of Revenue Assurance and Business Planning and
Analysis
Government Procurement Consultant
Public health statistician
Television Producer / Director / Actress
Senior Product Manager
Documentary Film Producer
Sales Director
Vice President, Risk Management
Defense Strategy Consultant
Executive Vice President of Operations
Figure 1: Representative List of Respondent Job Titles

Study participants spoke to us under conditions of anonymity. Interviews varied in length between 10
and 90 minutes and were conducted primarily over the telephone.
As shown in Figure 2, about half of the study participants were in telecommunications, and the rest
were distributed among several other industries. Figure 3 shows that our respondents came from a
number of global regions, with about half in North America, and Asia Pacific in second place.

1

We also presented our telecommunications findings as the keynote address at the 8th Annual Asia Pacific Global
OSS and BSS conference, held in Singapore in May 2008.
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Human Resources
2%

Environment
2%

Pharmaceuticals
2%
Financial Services
2%
Nonprofit
3%
Manufacturing
3%

Defense
6%

Public Health
7%
Tele‐
communications
52%

Media
10%
Information
Technology
11%
Figure 2: Industry of Study Respondents (N=61)

Europe
8%

ROW
3%

Latin
America
2%

Asia
Pacific
16%

North
America
71%
Figure 3: Geographic Distribution of Respondents (All Industries, N=61)

Our telecommunications respondents were distributed amongst various company sizes, service
offerings, global regions and types of customers, as shown in Figure 4 through Figure 7.
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Rest of
World
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Figure 4: Geographic Distribution of Telecom Respondents (N=29)
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Figure 5: Tier of Telecom Respondents (N=29)
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Figure 6: Type of Customer of Telecom Operator (n=23)
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VOIP/Fixed
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Figure 7: Type of Service Offered by Telecom Operators (N=32)

Difficulties in Decision Making
All study participants were asked what was difficult about making decisions within their organization.
Each respondent was allowed to indicate as many difficulties as they chose. When needed, they were
prompted with a few examples, and then asked to speak about whether they shared these issues, or had
found other problems in their organization. Our findings are shown in Figure 8.
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Need to visualize
Political / Communication Issues
Time
Need to present (overall)
Big Internal Database, Hard to get data out
Lack of Data / Missing data
Model Risk
Volume of data / real‐time analysis
Over‐reliancce on IT
Need to present (model structure)
Cost
Spreadsheets are bad for models
How do we create consensus / alignment?
Errors in Data
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Figure 8: Answers to "What is Difficult about Making Decisions in Your Organization?" (N=61)
DECISION VISIONALIZATION

As can be seen, the top priority was a perceived need to better visualize a decision structure, especially
as a means to assist non‐quantitative experts:
“We need something that a marketing person could use easily as opposed to a database
analyst. We have those kinds of people on our staff and they are overwhelmed.”
“To be able to quickly get from numbers to presentation, if you could streamline that process it
would be a lot better.”
POLITICS AND COMMUNICATION

Communication related issues came in second, fourth, tenth, and thirteenth place:
“I am sure I am right, but nobody will believe me”
was a typical sentiment. A telecommunications operator told us that his most difficult issue was in
“Convincing people to be confident in the historical data and to rely on them...”
A confounding factor that many of our interviewees mentioned was the influence of politics and ego:
“… a lot of time we … sit in the room and argue before we make a decision”
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“[Decision making] shouldn’t be that hard, you should be able to think about it and it should be
an organized process, but we all know it’s political, sensitive, and it’s very rarely based on hard
facts.”
“…often it was a matter of who they could strong‐arm and who they could wheedle and
convince.”
A third area of communications difficulty was that between “number cruncher” organizations or
personnel and decision makers:
“…[If] instead of hiring someone to do this, if someone like me [a decision maker] … could
manipulate the decision making tool better and not have to rely on an army of lick spittle
pleasers, [that might have] improved the decision.”
TIME TO MAKE DECISIONS

The third most cited difficulty in decision making was that too much time was required:
“Time to build a [pricing] model is 45 days minimum...To make [what should be] a five minute
change takes a minimum four weeks and more commonly three months or more…”
DATA ISSUES

Priorities 5, 6, and 14 were all data related. Representative responses:
"It turns out that we know there is tons of information in our databases that would be incredibly
useful to us, if only to spur innovation in our thinking, if only we could see it."
“Typically we have looked for data, but it’s not easy to get it… We only pull about 10% of their
records and analyze those. Sometimes … decisions are being made based on anecdotal
information but without the ability to size how big the threat or opportunity is. “
“We need . . . data capture capability, and we need to expand on that so that it enables
reporting, real‐time monitoring, and eventually, proactive predictive analysis to avoid impending
bottlenecks or inefficiencies.
Together these comments paint a consistent picture: organizations seem to have built massive data
repositories in recent years, yet the ability to make effective use of these data stores lags significantly
behind their creation.

Decision Making Methodology
We asked 28 of our interview respondents “How are decisions made in your organization”, and asked
them to select one of four options, shown in Figure 9.
As can be seen here, only 14% of respondents said that they had a formal methodology that was
generally used for decision making. When these findings are considered in the context of the high level
of seniority of our interview group, they are particularly striking.

In many cases, multi‐million dollar decisions are made without any systematic methodology
at all.
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All decisions are
made in an ad
hoc manner
25%

We have a formal
methodology and
we generally
follow it
14%

We follow an
informal "rule of
thumb"
methodology
32%

We have a formal
methodology but
we do not adhere
to it very closely
or consistently
29%
Figure 9: Degree of Methodology Used in Decision Making (N=28)

In many cases, decisions are made by the informal “get everyone together and argue in a room” process
described by so many of our respondents (see specific quotes in the previous section).
On the flip side, informal or ad hoc decision making practices constituted a full 57% of our responses.
As shown in Figure 10, telecom as an industry was less rigorous than average, where formal
methodology users were half of those in other industries (this amount was largely accounted for by
companies where there is a formal methodology in place, but it’s not used very consistently).
We have a formal
methodology and
we generally follow
it
7%

All decisions are
made in an ad hoc
manner
21%

We have a formal
methodology but
we do not adhere
to it very closely or
consistently
36%

We follow an
informal "rule of
thumb"
methodology
36%

Figure 10: Degree of Methodology Used in Decision Making for Telecom Companies (N=14)

Software and Spreadsheet Usage
16 of our study respondents were asked “What kind of software, if any, do you use to support
quantitative modeling” for decision support. Results are in Figure 11.
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We buy and use
products like SAS,
SPSS, Matlab
6%

We don’t use any
software at all for
quantitative
modeling
31%

We build our own
software for
quantitative
modeling
13%
We use
spreadsheets for
quantitative
modeling
50%
Figure 11: Software, if any, Used for Quantitative Modeling (N=16)

Surprisingly, a full 50% of our respondents that do use some kind of a quantitative modeling tool for
decision support relied on spreadsheets. The comment of an environmental modeling analyst was
representative of many respondents:
“…boy it takes a lot of equations to build a model with [a spreadsheet program]. For the
consumer environmental index, it’s the same formula with small changes row after row or small
changes as you go across a row. It’s really difficult if you do it by hand.”
An integration consultant reiterated this point:
“So you have this business guy sitting looking at this complicated spreadsheet. … you have
formulas, he can't edit the cells very well, because they break down because of the formulas. He
says ‘I'm sure there is enough data here because I should know X, but what do I do’. Do I run a
standard deviation?
Usually, the guy ends up making poor decisions. He just guesses.”

Top Priorities for Telecommunications
In telecommunications, we were interested in identifying the most important “points of pain” in the
industry. So for these respondents only, we added an open‐ended question to our discussion guide:
“What are your most important strategic priorities?” We expected to hear about areas like network
build out, pricing, or new products, and many operators did indeed answer this way. However, as
shown in Figure 12, the most important strategic priority stated by our respondents was challenges
involving the strategic planning process itself.2

2

We believe that the pricing responses in this figure may be artificially high, as our web site includes a pricing
example, and this may have biased our participants to mention pricing. We do believe that pricing is an important
focus for telecommunications, however perhaps not as much as shown here.
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Strategic Planning: new biz model, strategic direction, etc.
Pricing / Price bundle decisions
Customer Experience Management including CRM
Customer Data Convergence
Circuit Management
Billing Reconciliation
Fraud
Mobile Data
Innovative New Technologies
Rapid provisioning: Provisioning integration / flow‐through
Scale systems for large volumes of new services, quickly
Marketing decision making for SMB
Process automation to reduce operating costs

0%

20%

40%

Figure 12: Top Priorities for Telecommunications Operators (N=32)

Decision Engineering
As we learned from our interviews, the need for a decision engineering discipline arises from
complexities that are not being effectively managed using today’s informal approaches. Complexity
arises from many sources. First, the sheer number of factors that must be considered in making the
decision, and their inter‐relationships, can overwhelm the capabilities of a decision maker who relies on
informal methods. Consider setting the parameters for a typical telecommunications product like a new
mobile sports score service—a process that must take into account product features, pricing, quality of
service, marketing, competitors—and the list goes on. Not only are there many such factors, but they
affect one another. Changing pricing, for example, modifies the type of user that is attracted to the
product, the level of quality of service that is possible, and the response of competitors. These
relationships are highly nonlinear, rendering simple reasoning about them dangerously ineffective.
Additional complexity arises from time constraints, issues with data, and uncertainty in the information
used for decision making.
Considering all this, combined with what is at stake when significant decisions are made in any large
organization—sometimes measured in lives as well as dollars—it is not surprising that there is a limit,
which we refer to as the complexity ceiling, beyond which effective decisions can no longer reliably be
made using unstructured, ad hoc methods. It is analogous to a limit on the size of building that could
safely be built without architectural blueprints and the discipline of construction engineering. Perhaps a
small cottage might be safely erected this way, but certainly not a skyscraper.
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ELEMENTS OF DECISION ENGINEERING

Combining our own experience with interview findings, we see the high level outline of the decision
engineering process as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Elements of Decision Engineering

As can be seen here, decision engineering (unlike “decision support”) covers a lifecycle from initial
requirements and specification through implementation and then through a change management loop,
which reacts to changes that may occur in the environment indicating that replanning is in order.
•

On the planning side, decision requirements capture and document what the decision is
required to achieve, the choices available to decision makers, and the restrictions that constrain
choices. Unlike specifications, requirements are expressed in the language of the stakeholder in
the decision, which is not precise.
For example, an executive may request a decision for the right product to launch to raise
revenues under the restriction that the degree of risk of making a net loss is kept to a
reasonable level.

•

In contrast, a decision specification starts with the requirements, and refines them into an
implementable, testable language.
In our example, a decision specification might state “choose one product from amongst these
seven different product options to launch within the next twelve months. Select the optimal
launch date and geographical region into which to launch this product, taking into account
potential competitor moves as well as monthly updated data about our target market, along
with historical product usage patterns of related products launched within the last 2 years.
Ensure that the risk of a net loss from launching the selected product is under 10%.”
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In addition to the above analysis, a key output of the specification stage is a set of unambiguous
definitions of each of the elements used in the model.
Note that the specification is longer, and contains more detail, than the requirement. Keeping
requirements and specifications distinct is a critical best practice in an engineering discipline,
because the requirements represent the boundaries for decision making. Detecting a
requirements statement that has strayed into specification territory is an important skill for any
engineer in any discipline, because stakeholders who attempt to specify (as opposed to state
their requirements) can overly constrict decision outcomes.
•

Decision design is the heart of the decision engineering process, and includes methodologies,
tools, and processes for creating the decision itself. As with an architect’s blueprint or software
developer’s UML diagram, a structured visual language for expressing decision elements, their
properties, and the relationships between them, is critical. Such diagrams unambiguously both
record and communicate assumptions, data sources, conclusions, and flow of reasoning.
Core to effective collaborative decision design is an iterative refinement process, where the
design begins as a rough sketch to which detail is gradually added. For instance, a product’s
demand curve may initially be represented simply as demand being inversely proportional to
price (with the proportionality constant unknown). As more data are acquired, or more analysis
done, this can be refined and represented as a curve that can be sketched as a hand‐drawn
graph; finally, when the model is complete, these approximations may be replaced by a
mathematical function that precisely describes the model’s representation of the demand curve.
An important best practice during decision design is to plan for a number of alternative future
scenarios, to be triggered based on information that may not currently be available (most
commonly, because it depends on an unknown future state of the system). For example, many
companies are creating different plans for future recession and non‐recession scenarios.
Finally, many situations call for planning a sequence of decisions each of which affects the
others, and which may need to be made over time. For example, we may create a product road
map which contains a number of choice points where decisions made at any point affect the
decision to be made in the future. Furthermore any of these may be changed as new data
becomes available over time3.

•

Decision quality assurance comprises processes that detect potential errors in a decision. We
can evaluate a decision for incorrect assumptions, flawed reasoning, statistical bias, and other
errors. Also key to quality is ensuring that uncertainties in the data used to support the decision
are clearly identified, and that the effect of these uncertainties, as they propagate through the
decision model to the outputs, is also clearly understood.

•

As a decision is implemented, alignment throughout the organization is critical. Several of our
interview respondents from large companies explained that different departments and
personnel did not share a common vision for the company’s direction. In several cases,
employees lacked a shared vocabulary and were unable to communicate effectively during the

3

Our current model for this decision language is reflected in our WorldModeler tool. See our web site
(www.quantellia.com) for screen shots, or email us (inquiries@quantellia.com) for additional illustrations of
decision maps, model diagrams, and scenario maps in a variety of industries.
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implementation of a decision. Many key concepts essential to successful implementation were
widely misunderstood throughout the organization.
As decisions change in response to a dynamic environment, more diligent alignment practices
become especially important. An organization that requires months to communicate a change
in strategic direction to its employees loses agility.
Alignment is assisted by a number of decision engineering best practices, especially a visual
decision design, which helps to communicate the decision and its rationale as these change.
•

The core to the implementation phase is decision execution, which in all but the simplest of
environments must be tightly coupled with monitoring key factors to ensure that they remain
inside the bounds within which the decision model yields the desired outcomes. For example, a
decision model may show that the plan we have adopted is very sensitive to the revenues
generated by a newly launched product. Furthermore, the model indicates that there is a
minimum revenue threshold which, if not met, will lead to failure of the plan. During
implementation, we therefore monitor the revenues closely and, if they approach or sink below
the threshold identified in the model, we trigger a re‐plan or a pre‐planned change to a new
scenario.
Note that dashboards and revenue assurance techniques fit here: instead of monitoring
arbitrarily, we do so in the context of planning expectations.

•

Finally, if during monitoring, new information arises indicating the original decision should be
adjusted, then the activities in the planning phase begin.

The above phases provide a structure for organizing decision engineering best practices. Although many
existing practices within companies today fit into various parts of this framework, until now they have
not been integrated into a single process, nor have they been recognized as constituting an engineering
discipline. By unifying them into this framework, we not only have a rigorous approach to planning
decisions, maximizing both the quantitative data and human expertise at hand, but a means for utilizing
the products of the planning phase to help guide execution of the decision, most particularly, to deal
with change over time. Furthermore, by recognizing the methodology specifically as an engineering
discipline, we find many opportunities to validate, improve and extend it by comparing it with other
engineering disciplines, many of which have aspects of their histories that closely parallel decision
engineering.
Perhaps most importantly, decision engineering creates, for the first time, a standardized conceptual
framework, with an associated set of processes, to improve the success rates of complex decisions
and their implementation. The framework enables decision makers to overcome the complexity of
the situations they face, within the timelines available to them, by using analytic techniques that have
a long, proven history in other disciplines. Key to the approach is the use of structured visual
representations of various aspects of the decision lifecycle, which can be easily shared and
unambiguously understood among all decision stakeholders.
Furthermore, the documentation produced during decision planning provides a rich common base for
future decisions. Unlike traditional “decision support” materials, which are normally ad‐hoc and
rarely find on‐going use after the decision is made, decision engineering designs have a well‐defined
structure, and become an integral part of the implementation process. Because they remain as
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“living” documents and are often re‐used, decision engineering processes naturally encode “lessons
from history” into an organization’s decision making culture.

How Organizations Oversimplify Decision Making Today
Without decision engineering, decision making is oversimplified in complex environments, leading to
poor choices. For example:
•

We use one measure, such as monthly revenues, when there are multiple objectives (such as, in
addition, shareholder value and market share).

•

We think of only one means of achieving our goals (such as a simple strategy to improve sales
via price discounting) when there are multiple leverage points that, if we could understand their
relative impact on each decision, would give us a larger – and therefore more effective – toolkit
(e.g., in our example, a strategy that includes marketing, product improvements, and better
service).

•

We focus on measurable factors at the expense of important intangibles (like morale and
reputation).

•

We don’t consider opportunity cost (i.e., the cost of expending all resources on one product at
the expense of another).

•

We make decisions that assume an unchanging future.

•

We focus on only the short term.

•

We are unable to reason about cause‐and‐effect chains, like the impact that our quality of
service improvements have on our competitors’ costs as they attempt to match our standard.

•

Quantitative short cuts:
•

We ignore important statistical information (such as base rates)

•

We spend too much effort acquiring data that is irrelevant to a decision.

•

There is insufficient monitoring of key factors

•

We abstract to general cases from an insufficiently diverse sample (e.g., assuming all
customers are the same )

•

We plan for only a single future scenario

•

We deal with large data sets by aggregating data prematurely (e.g., into average
telephone usage), losing important nuances (such as usage by teens).

Conclusion
Through over a hundred hours of interviews originally designed to test interest in a visual decision
making paradigm, we learned a broader truth: that on a global basis, decision making is often done
informally in a manner that is incongruent with what is at stake in the decision being made. This is
pervasive throughout organizations and, in many of them, occurs even at the most senior executive
levels. We learned that this leads to a number of decision‐making shortcuts—a natural fallback in a
complex, high‐pressure environment which lacks necessary tools.
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We learned that the decision making shortcomings we observed are systemic, crossing multiple
geographical regions as well as private and public organizations in many industries large and small.
We believe that the answer lies in transferring a number of engineering best practices to the realm of
decision making in a systematic way, and that indeed this transfer is already underway, but in a
haphazard, unstructured and non‐standard way and is, as of yet, largely unsupported by dedicated
software tools.
Significant benefits can be achieved through embracing these practices as a new engineering discipline,
and filling in the gaps thereby identified in areas like quality assurance, collaborative visual decision
design, and organizational alignment. Benefits of this approach are more effective competition in
business, and more effective decision making in government. Quantellia invites those who share our
vision and wish to participate in its realization to contact us at inquiries@quantellia.com .
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